
There has been frequent discussion about who was the greatest pitcher never to win the Men's World 

Championship. The first name that comes to mind is Casey Jones. At the 1948 World Tournament in 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Casey finished second to the great Fernando Isais with an 87.5% average! This was a 

World record at the time. In the matchup with Isais, Casey led 49-41 only to see Fernando finish with 12 

consecutive doubles to win the game in 136 shoes. Had Casey scored that final point, he would have been 

World Champion. At the 1940 World Tournament in Des Moines, Iowa, Casey finished fourth with an 80.5% 

average. Casey and Joe Bennett had ten consecutive four dead's to tie the existing World record in that 

category. Casey finished third at the 1941 World Tournament again held in Des Moines, Iowa averaging 79.8%. 

In this tournament, Casey defeated the legendary Ted Allen by a score of 50-41. No World Tournaments were 

held until 1946 because of World War II. This tournament once again held in Des Moines, Iowa, saw Casey 

Jones and Ted Allen deadlocked with one loss going in to the final round. In this monumental matchup, Ted 

Allen defeated Casey by a score of 50-44 in 158 shoes. Ted had 87.9% to Casey's 86.7%. Casey had to settle 

for second place with an overall average of 80.9%. At the 1947 World Tournament held in Salt Lake City, Utah, 

Casey once again finished second to Fernando Isais with an average of 83%. His only losses were to Isais and 

Wayne Nelson. In 1949, Casey returned to Murray, Utah and finished third with an average of 80.4%. In 1950, 

Casey once again returned to Murray, Utah and finished second with an average of 80.9%. To secure second 

place, Casey once again defeated the great Ted Allen by a score of 50-48 in 140 shoes. In 1951, Casey 

returned to Murray, Utah but finished sixth with a flat performance of 77.1%. In 1952, Casey continued his 

quest for a World Championship in Murray, Utah but was relegated to third place with an average of 82.8%. In 

1953 Casey was not on his game as the tournament was once again in Murray, Utah. Casey finished tenth with 

an average of 74.5%. In 1954, Casey made his last valiant effort to win the World Championship in Murray, 

Utah. Casey came up short but finished third with an average of 82.7%. The great Guy Zimmerman prevailed 

to win the Championship. Casey's biggest problem was that he played during the years that Ted Allen and 

Fernando Isais were at their peak 

 


